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Page references followed by fig indicate an illustrated figure.

A
Acceptance, 81–84
Accountability: as act of

integrity, 55–58; need for
workplace, 217; taking
ownership and personal
responsibility as, 56, 58;
victim mode versus, 56–57;
wait-and-hope mode versus,
58; for the way we
communicate, 201. See also
Keeping on track; Ownership

Accountability Ladder, 57fig,
179, 192fig, 223fig

Actions: The Five Steps of
Change step of, 117fig,
124–126, 128, 173fig, 204fig;
how others are influenced by
your, 47–51; integrity defined
as aligning your truth with,
42–43, 55; as messages that
speak louder than words,

151–153; relationship
between vision and, 220–223;
saying no as act of integrity,
48; self-assessing in order to
change your, 59–60; Triangle
of Intent and our, 43fig–47,
49. See also Behavior

Affluence, 98
Alice in Wonderland (Carroll),

159
Allen, James, 35
Angelou, Maya, 196
Angor, W. H., 32
Anonymous giving, 96–97
Asking questions, 184–186
Assessments: The Everything

DiSC 363 for Leaders
assessment, 209; GRIT
Self-Awareness Assessment,
9–13; The Work of Leaders
tool, 203. See also DiSC
Assessment
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Assumptions: as barriers to
listening, 136; functioning as
barrier to respect, 75–78; how
they color our perspectives,
75–76. See also Beliefs

Attention: listening and
component of, 138–139;
Triangle of Intent component
of, 43fig–44

Attitudes: ripple effect and
important role of, 206–208;
story of building a great
cathedral versus moving
stones, 207–208. See also
Positive attitudes

Authenticity: author’s
experience with inner-city
youths,’ 22, 31; benefits of
authentic generosity,
108–110; definition of, 19;
embracing GRIT to choose
happiness and, 237–243; of
leaders, 33; truth and integrity
brought together through, 19,
182

Awareness: The Five Steps of
Change steps of, 117fig–120,
127, 172–173fig, 204fig;
freedom and responsibility to
make choices through, 242;
mindful, 24, 100; as power in
eliminating our fears, 63–64;
Triangle of Intent component
of, 43fig–47, 49. See also
Self-awareness

B
Baba, Meher, 238
“Be happy, or be stupid” choice,

30–32

Behavior: changing your story as
well as your, 32–33; how
others are influenced by your,
47–51; pattern of destructive,
81; self-assessing in order to
change your, 59–60; toxic,
234–235. See also Actions

Being overly generous, 100–104
Beliefs: challenging our, 22–23;

grown from the messages we
hear growing up, 21–22. See
also Assumptions; Perceptions

Believe in your people, 84–86
Blanchard, Ken, 220, 230
Body language, 151–153
Born to Win (James and

Jongeward), 157
Branson, Richard, 158
Brault, Robert, 141
Breathnach, Sarah Ban, 97
Brick wall: accepting and letting

go, 81–84; knowing when you
can’t change the, 81

Brown, Brené, 19, 28

C
Carroll, Lewis, 159
Chameleon adaptation, 200–201
Changes: accepting and letting

go when others cannot,
81–84; The Five Steps of
Change, 115–129, 137, 142;
growth nature of, 114–115;
knowing when you can’t force
others,’ 81; SHIFT reflection
exercise on, 129; techniques
for efficient, 113–129; to your
story, 32–33; to your thoughts,
35–36, 240. See also SHIFT
reflection exercises
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Changing your story, 32–33
Changing your thoughts, 35–36,

240
Channing, William Ellery, 177
Child, Julia, 35
Children Learn What They Live

(Nolte), 49–50
Choices: “be happy, or be

stupid,” 30–32; to cultivate a
GRIT mind-set, 5; embracing
GRIT to make authenticity
and happiness, 237–243;
GRIT process to make good,
235; for happiness, 30–32,
37–39, 69–70, 98–99,
127–129, 237–243; to have a
positive attitude, 3–4; having
the freedom to make, 1–2;
how our experiences are based
on our, 2; making choices that
keep us whole, 52–53;
mindfulness to make careful,
100; rank-order your priorities
to make, 31–32; respect other
people’s, 80–81; trusting your,
31; of when to listen,
143–145. See also Decision
making

Chopra, Deepak, 28, 98
Churchill, Winston, 106, 215
Clarity: how knowing your truth

increases, 31; structuring your
message for, 164–166; vision
statements to provide, 221

Cobain, Kurt, 17
Colan, L., 226
Collaut, Cathy, 88
Colossian 4:6, 149
Communication: accountability

for our way of, 201; clarity of,

31, 164–166, 221; as direct
reflection of how we feel about
ourselves, 48; e-mail,
155–157, 211; gossip, 179;
with integrity, 48–51; mindful
messages for effective,
149–169; the ripple effect of
positive and negative,
191–213; safe and filtered,
162–164; sarcastic, 159–160;
speaking DiSC language for
effective, 149–151; Triangle of
Intent and our, 43fig–47, 49;
triangulated conversations,
179–180. See also Feedback;
Lies; Listening;Messages

Communication strategies:
empower team
communication, 178–181;

just ask questions, 184–186; just
say no!, 48, 181–183; make
waves, 177–178; say it to help
others, 172–177; SHIFT
reflection exercise on,
186–187; three-step template
to help prepare for difficult
conversations, 186

Competing priorities, 53–55
Complaints: about control freaks,

85–86, 232; keeping on track
through, 231–234; about lack
of positive recognition,
233–234; about management
as unapproachable, 233

Confidence: how generosity is
linked to feeling, 98–99; how
knowing your truth increases,
31; mindful messages by
communicating with,
157–158
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Confidentiality, 164
Confucius, 32, 68
Connections: Charles Plumb’s

story on, 196–197; creating
positive ripples by, 196–200

Consciousness DiSC style, 28,
29fig, 150fig, 153, 165–166

Considering others, 70–72
Constructive feedback, 228–229
Control freaks: complaints about,

232; micromanaging by, 85–86
Covey, Stephen M. R., 43
Cross, Joe, 168
Culture: definition of, 192;

GRIT, 193; how act of worry
has been glorified in our, 239

CYA (cover your arse)
e-message, 156

D
De Pree, Max, 220
Decision making: considering

others as component of,
70–72; as question of what is
most important to you, 31–32.
See also Choices

Desire: The Five Steps of Change
step of, 117fig, 120–122, 127,
173fig, 204fig; knowledge of
what you, 122–123;
motivation through, 120

Destructive behavior: helping
those with a pattern of, 81;
lying as, 21–23, 61–64

Devito, Fred, 115
Difficult conversation strategies:

empower team
communication, 178–181; just
ask questions, 184–186; just
say no!, 48, 181–183; make
waves, 177–178; say it to help

others, 172–177; SHIFT
reflection exercise on,
186–187; three-step template
to help prepare, 186

DiSC Assessment: Consciousness
style of, 28, 29fig, 150fig, 153,
165–166; constructive
feedback keeping in mind the
person’s, 229; description of
the, 28; Dominance style of,
28, 29fig, 150fig, 165, 197;
empowering your employees
by knowing their, 232; for
fine-tuning our skills, 203;
Influence style of, 28, 29fig,
150fig, 165; respecting your
people who have different
styles of, 85, 200–201; send
mindful messages by speaking
their DiSC language,
149–151; Steadiness style of,
28, 29fig, 150fig, 165; structure
your message to fit different
styles of, 165–166; as team
building tool, 203. See also
Assessments; Employees; The
Everything DiSC 363 for
Leaders assessment

Dominance DiSC style, 28, 29fig,
150fig, 165, 197

Dyer, Wayne, 28, 36, 98

E
E-mail communication:

assumptions that determine
how we interpret, 155–156;
CYA (cover your arse) follow
up using, 156; NBC News
report (2011) on ten top pet
peeves on those who miss,
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211; what’s missing with,
155–157

Edelman, Marian Wright, 195
Ego: as barrier to giving others

respect, 72–74; as barrier to
self-awareness and truth,
25–26; difficulty of taking
rejection, 83; as driven by fear,
25, 74; Wikipedia’s description
of, 73

Einstein, Albert, 32, 60
Elle, Alex, 67
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 23, 78
Emotional Intelligence (Goleman),

142
Emotions: how sarcasm can

trigger, 160; negative, 1–2, 7;
paying attention to our, 24;
positive, 4–7; as tools to help
our self-awareness, 24–25. See
also Fear; Feelings; Mental
state

Empathy: awareness of another’s
emotions as, 160; listening
and role of, 141–143; teaching
children to feel emotions and,
143; unrevealing truth
through, 78

Employees: of companies with
integrity, 194–195;
connections between leaders
and, 198; counterproduction
of fear-based systems for, 210;
investing in them learning
GRIT, 208–209; leadership
challenge to balance their own
needs with greater good of,
199; NBC News report (2011)
on ten top pet peeves of, 211;
recognition of, 225–234, 242;

servant leadership support of,
219–220; strategies for having
difficult conversations with,
172–186; toxic behaviors aby,
234–235. See also DiSC
Assessment; Feedback;
Workplace negativity;
Workplace positivity

Empowerment: how control
freaks diminish, 85–86, 232;
positive feedback and
recognition for, 226–230; of
team communication,
178–181

Energizer Bunny, 4
The Everything DiSC 363 for

Leaders assessment, 209. See
also DiSC Assessment

F
Failure: accepting your own, 89;

respecting others even when
they experience, 88–89

Fat, Sick and Nearly Dead (Joe
Cross documentary), 168

Fear: awareness as power in
eliminating our, 63–64;
getting free by exposing
yourself to deepest, 61; how
the ego is driven by, 25, 74; as
the illusion that changes
meaning of messages, 161;
public speaking, 166–167; as
the reason that people lie,
61–64; as tactic to control,
210; worry relationship to,
238–240. See also Emotions

Feedback: creating a culture of
recognition and, 225–230;
GRIT practice for giving
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Feedback (continued)
constructive, 228–229; GRIT
practice for giving positive,
227; how the ego may block
acceptance of your, 73–74;
looking objectively at your,
30; reasons why managers
avoid giving positive, 226;
understanding that complaints
can be valuable, 231–234;
value of soliciting, 230–231.
See also Communication;
Employees; Information

Feelings: how ego is driven by
fearful, 25, 74; identifying
what you want by paying
attention to your, 34–35;
victim mode, 57. See also
Emotions; Mental state

FIGJAM (“Frig I’m Good, Just
Ask Me!”), 230

Filtered communication,
162–164

Finding purpose, 104–106
The Five Steps of Change:

applied to saying it to help
others, 172–176; as guide to
choosing happiness, 127–129;
illustrated diagram of the,
117fig; overcoming barriers to
listening using, 137, 142;
overcoming obstacles by using,
115–117; overview of the,
117–127; team building using
the, 204fig–205

The Five Steps of Change steps:
1: awareness, 117fig–120, 127,
172–173fig, 204fig; 2: desire,
117fig, 120–122, 127, 173fig,
204fig; 3: knowledge, 117fig,

122–124, 127–128, 173fig,
204fig; 4: action, 117fig,
124–126, 128, 173fig, 204fig;
5: perseverance, 117fig,
126–127, 128, 173fig, 204fig

Ford, Henry, 203
Forgiveness, 87–88
Forleo, Marie, 162
The Four Agreements (Ruiz), 28
Frankl, Victor E., 120
Franklin, Aretha, 68
Franklin, Benjamin, 164, 199
Freedom: to make choices, 1–2;

to make choices through
awareness, 242

Future mental state, 26–27

G
Galatians 6:7, 240
Gallup poll (2003), 8
GAZEL study (2012), 8
Generosity: accepting generosity

from others aspect of, 98–100;
being addictive to being
overly generous, 100–104; the
benefits of authentic,
108–110; definition of, 94; as
expression of love and
abundance, 99; extending to
all areas of your life, 106–108;
finding purpose through,
104–106; giving constructive
feedback with, 229; giving
positive feedback with, 227;
keeping meetings on track by
practicing, 225; making good
choices with, 235; pay it
forward, 95–97; role of
integrity in, 94; servant
leadership as embracing, 220;
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SHIFT reflection exercise on,
110–111. See also GRIT
(generosity, respect, integrity,
truth)

Ghostbusters (film), 115
The Gifts of Imperfection (Brown),

19
Give and Take (Grant), 220
Goals: leaders who set the vision

and create, 195; staying on
track by aligning around, 218.
See also Vision

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von,
73

Goleman, Dan, 142
Gossip, 179
Grant, Adam, 220
Gratitude: how it can inspire

others, 159; Institute of
HeartMath study on,
97

Greed, 99
Greenleaf, Robert, 219–220
GRIT (generosity, respect,

integrity, truth): authenticity
achieved when we embrace,
237–243; choosing to
cultivate a mind-set with, 5;
creating a culture of, 193, 222;
giving constructive feedback
using, 228–229; giving
positive feedback using, 227;
illustration of the four
elements of, 8fig; inspiring
people to step up and staying
on track, 218; invest in people
learning about, 208–209;
keeping meetings on track
using, 224–225; to make good
choices, 235; organizational

culture with, 193;
understanding that we don’t
need recognition for doing the
right things, 242; workplace
benefits of practicing, 4–5, 7,
108, 208, 212–213, 242–243.
See also Generosity; Integrity;
Respect; Truth

GRIT Self-Awareness
Assessment: description of
the, 10; illustration of the,
11fig; increasing self-awareness
through the, 9–10; learning to
apply your, 13; total score
suggestions for the, 12

Groysberg, B., 134

H
Hale, Mandy, 113
Happiness: avoiding usefulness

worrying and embracing,
238–240; embracing GRIT to
choose authenticity and,
237–243; The Five Steps of
Change as guide for choosing,
127–129; how generosity is
linked to feeling, 98–99; how
truth and self-awareness
allows the choice for, 30–32;
putting your needs first and
choosing, 69–70; truth as the
path to, 37–39

Harris poll on employee
recognition (2012), 226

Harvard Business Review, 134
Harvey, Paul, 77
HeartMath Institute, 97
Heraclitus, 114
Herbster, Ben, 199
Heubeck, Elizabeth, 8
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Hill, Napoleon, 47
Honesty, 19

I
IKE (I Know Everything) person,

79
Influence DiSC style, 28, 29fig,

150fig, 165
Influencing others: gaining

respect by facilitating your
people to, 85–86;
understanding how your
actions functions as, 47–51

Informal leaders, 194
Information: building respect by

remaining open to additional,
78–80; confidential, 164;
danger of making assumptions
from limited, 75–78; gathered
from triangulated
conversations, 179–180; IKE
(I Know Everything) person
who knows all the, 79;
keeping on track by sharing,
229. See also Feedback

Ingersoll, Robert G., 52, 104
Inner-city youth entrepreneurial

program, 22, 31
Inspiring message, 158–159
Institute of HeartMath, 97
Integrity: accountability as act of,

55–58; aligning your actions
with your truth as nature of,
42–43, 55; authenticity of
truth combined with, 19, 182;
choices that keep us whole,
52–53; competing priorities
and acts of, 53–55; generosity
and role of, 94; giving
constructive feedback with,

228; giving positive feedback
with, 226; how employees are
treated by companies that
have, 194–195; keeping
meetings on track by
practicing, 224; making good
choices with, 235; as not
about being perfect, 58–60;
saying no as act of, 48; SHIFT
reflection exercise on, 65; tell
can be on your side, 51–52;
Triangle of Intent, 43fig–47,
49; trust created through truth
plus, 60–61; understanding
why people lie, 61–64; your
actions influence others,
47–51. See also GRIT
(generosity, respect, integrity,
truth)

Intent: as driving our actions, 20;
leadership power of positive
and helpful, 20; Triangle of
Intent, 43fig–47, 49

Intentional leaders, 20
Internet: multiple choices

available through the, 100;
questioning what we read on
the, 77

Intuition: how logic works in
harmony with, 69; trusting
our, 32, 69

J

James, Muriel, 157
Jongeward, Dorothy, 157
Journal of Basic and Applied

Psychology (Levine, Serota and
Shulman), 62

Jung, Carl, 69
Just asking questions, 184–186
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K
Karma, 240
Katie, Byron, 28
Keeping on track: challenges of,

217; changing toxic behaviors
in order to continue,
234–235; how complaints can
help with, 231–234; how
GRIT inspires people to step
up and, 218; how leaders set
the direction for, 218–220;
know where and why to take
action for, 220–223; meetings
used for, 223–225; SHIFT
reflection exercise on,
235–236; by soliciting
feedback, 230–231. See also
Accountability; Ownership

Keller, Helen, 193
Kennemer, K., 211
Kitty Hawk (aircraft carrier), 197
Knowledge: The Five Steps of

Change step of, 117fig,
122–124, 127–128, 173fig,
204fig; what you desire,
122–123

Koulouris, Melanie, 157
Koyczan, Shane, 80

L
La Russa, Tony, 135
LAF (listen, acknowledge, and

follow through), 196, 233
Lakota tribe, 99
Lao Tzu, 219
LaPorte, Danielle, 21
Leaders: authenticity of, 33;

challenge of balancing their
needs with greater good, 199;
complaints about, 231–234;
connecting with their

employees, 198; control freaks,
85–86, 232; FIGJAM (“Frig
I’m Good, Just Ask Me!”)
self-perceptions of, 230;
informal, 194; intentional, 20;
knowing skill set needed by,
202–203; knowing the where
and the why for action,
220–223; preventing a tidal
wave, 210–212; setting a
vision and creating goals, 195;
setting the direction for
staying on track, 218–220;
setting the stage for workplace
culture, 192–193; taking the
responsibility to get results
from others, 74; unsung heroes
among, 241–243

Leadership: responsibility for
getting results, 74; servant,
219–220

Lee, Harper, 70
Lemley, Bill, 84
Letting go, 81–84
Levine, T., 62
Lies: examining way people tell,

61–64; learning to question
false messages and, 22–23; of
messages received while
growing up, 21–22. See also
Communication

Life’s purpose, 104–106
Listening: attention as important

component of, 138–139;
barriers to, 135–138; to body
language and actions,
151–153; choosing when to
engage in, 143–145; empathy
as element of, 141–143; as
instrumental to effective
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Listening (continued)
communication, 134; LAF
(listen, acknowledge, and
follow through), 196, 233; as
most valuable skill in any
relationship, 135; SHIFT
reflection exercise on, 145;
showing respect by saying
when you can and cannot be,
144; to understand the why,
139–141. See also
Communication

The Logic of Intuition (Angor),
32

Lombardi, Vince, 178
Looking objectively, 29–30
Love, generosity as an expression

of, 99

M
Malik, Zayn, 100
Mandino, Og, 184
Marley, Bob, 18, 166
Marston, Ralph, 55
Marston, William, 28
Meetings: challenge of ending,

223; GRIT practices for
keeping them on track,
223–225

Mehrabian, Albert, 139
Mental state: future and past,

26–27; impact on our
relationships, 9; negative, 1–2,
7; positive, 4–7; present
moment awareness, 27–28;
studies linking illness to
individual’s, 8–9. See also
Emotions; Feelings; Thinking

Messages: average number
received every day, 135; costs

of sending unconstructive,
147–148; the illusion of fear
that changes meaning of, 161;
learning to question false,
22–23; lies we believe from
our received, 21–22; often
misconstrued, 149; received
while growing up, 21; using
sarcasm as your scapegoat,
159–160; SHIFT reflection
exercise on, 169–170; tips for
sending effective, 168–169;
what’s missing with
e-messages, 155–157. See also
Communication; Mindful
messages

Micromanaging, 85–86
Millman, Dan, 28
Milton, John, 231
Mindful awareness:

self-awareness increased
through, 24; when

making choices, 100
Mindful messages: actions speak

louder than words, 151–153;
choose your words wisely,
153–155; communicate with
confidence for, 157–158;
inspire with, 158–159; public
speaking by using, 166–167;
QQT (quantity, quality, and
timeliness), 165, 169; respect
people’s time for, 162; safe
communication by using a
filter, 162–164; sharing it with
the world, 167–169; SHIFT
reflection exercise on,
169–170; speak their DiSC
language, 149–151; structure
your message for, 164–166;
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tips for sending, 168–169. See
also Messages

Mistakes: accepting your own,
89; respecting others even
when they make, 88–89

Mondavi, Robert, 53, 93
Montana, Joe, 195
Morrison, Jim, 61
Motivation: creating a culture of

recognition and feedback
driving, 225–230; desire
required for, 120; The Five
Steps of Change step of desire
to drive, 117fig, 120–122, 127,
173fig; power of intrinsic, 227

N
NBC News top pet peeves report

(2011), 211
Needless worrying, 238–240
“Negative Nellies,” 211
Negativity. See Workplace

negativity
New Year’s Eve anticipation, 6
No. See Saying no
Nolte, Dorothy, 49–50

O
Oh, the Places You’ll Go! (Seuss),

34
Opinions: allowing others to

voice their, 80; value of
differing, 79. See also
Perceptions

Orben, Robert, 223
Orwell, George, 59
Overcoming change obstacles:

efficient change by, 115; Five
Steps of Change for, 115,
117fig–129

Ownership: accountability by
taking, 56, 58; NBC News
report (2011) on ten top pet
peeves of not taking, 211;
team communication
empowerment and, 179; of the
way we communicate, 201. See
also Accountability; Keeping
on track

P
Parents: overcompensating their

children, 103; stressing their
children with too many
activities, 99–100; teaching
children to feel empathy, 143

Past mental state, 26–27
Pay it forward: giving

anonymously to, 96–97;
practicing generosity by,
95–97

Perceptions: considering others,’
70–72; FIGJAM (“Frig I’m
Good, Just Ask Me!”), 230;
how assumptions can color
our, 75–76; impact of our ego
on our, 25–26; reputation as
being a form of, 32. See also
Beliefs; Opinions

Perfection myth, 58–60
Perseverance: The Five Steps of

Change of, 117fig, 126–127,
128, 173fig, 204fig; making
progress with change through
process of, 126–127

Personal truth. See Truth (GRIT)
Pink, Dan, 142
Plumb, Charles, 196–197
Positive attitudes: challenge of

maintaining, 4; choosing a,
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Positive attitudes (continued)
3–4; it starts with you,
195–196; reaping your crop of,
240–241; visualizing
work-related, 5–6; your ripple
of, 193–195. See also
Attitudes; Workplace
positivity

Positive feedback: GRIT practice
for, 227–230; reasons why
managers avoid giving, 226

Present moment awareness,
27–28

Priorities: changing behavior by
self-assessing your, 59–60;
competing, 53–55; decision
making based on your ranked,
31–32; having respect for your
own, 69–70; the truth of what
you really want in life,
34–35

Problem solving: considering
others as component of
decision making and, 70–72;
worrying versus, 239

ProServe, 200–201
Public speaking, 166–167
Purpose: life meaning through

having a, 104–106; sending
your message with, 168

Putting yourself first, 69–70

Q

QQT (quantity, quality, and
timeliness) messages, 165, 169

Quindlen, Anna, 58

R
Recognition: complaints about

the lack of positive, 233–234;
creating a workplace culture of

feedback and, 225–230; doing
the right things without, 242;
Harris poll (2012) on lack of
employee, 226

Relationships: considering others
as part of a trusted, 70–72;
how our mental and
emotional state impact our, 9;
listening as the most
important skill in any, 135

Reputations: change your story
and, 32–33; as perceptions
that others have of you, 32

Respect: accepting and letting go
as sign of, 81–84; of all the
DiSC style differences, 85,
200–201; believe in your
people, 84–86; considering
others, 70–72; description and
nature of, 68; fine line
between worry and showing,
239; giving constructive
feedback with, 228; giving
positive feedback with, 227;
handling others’ failures and
mistakes with, 88–89; how
assumptions can function as
barrier to, 75–78; how gossip
erodes, 179; integrity as a
prerequisite for, 64; keeping
meetings on track by
practicing, 224–225; making
good choices with, 235; other
people’s choices, 80–81; for
other people’s time, 162; our
ego as barrier to giving others,
72–74; remain open to
additional information in
order to feel, 78–80; SHIFT
reflection exercise on, 90–91;
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shown by saying when you can
and cannot listen, 144;
tolerance compared to, 68;
understanding that you can’t
demand, 87–88; when
responding to triangulated
conversations, 179–180; your
journey, 89–90; for your own
needs and priorities, 69–70.
See also GRIT (generosity,
respect, integrity, truth)

Responsibility: danger of giving
people no authority with, 219;
of leaders to know where and
the why, 220–223fig; to make
choices through awareness,
242; taken by leaders to get
results from others, 74; taking
ownership and personal, 56,
58

Ripple effect: attitude is
everything, 206–208; for
building the team for positive,
203–205; description and
cultural source of the,
191–193; invest in people for
positive, 208–209; lessons
from the chameleon on
respecting DiSC style
differences, 200–201; need to
delegate to create positive,
205–206; preventing a tidal
wave, 210–212; SHIFT
reflection exercise on,
212–213; as starting with you,
195–196; understanding the
skills you need, 202–203;
understanding your own,
193–195; value of connecting
to create a positive, 196–200

Rmi, 37
Roethke, Theodore, 26
Romer, Frank, 241
Romero, Roseanne, 81
Roosevelt, Eleanor, 2, 158
Roosevelt, Franklin D., 161
Ruiz, Don Miguel, 28, 30
Ruiz, Miguel, 28

S
Safe communication, 162–164
San Francisco 49ers, 195
Sarcasm, 159–160
Saying it: to empower team

communication, 178–181; to
help others, 172–176; to make
waves, 177–178

Saying no: as act of integrity, 48;
examples of, 183; having the
courage of, 181–182; tips to
keep in mind for, 182–183

Science Daily, 8
Self-awareness: “be happy, or be

stupid” choice through,
30–32; examining our
personal truth to increase,
23–25; GRIT Self-Awareness
Assessment to increase our,
9–12; how our emotions work
as tools to increase, 24–25;
mindful awareness to increase
our, 24; present moment
awareness element of, 27–28.
See also Awareness

Self-knowledge, 19
Senarighi, Gina, 210
Serota, K., 62
“The Servant as Leader”

(Greenleaf), 219–220
Servant leadership, 219–220
Seuss, Dr., 34, 172
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The Seven Spiritual Laws of
Success (Chopra), 98

Shakespeare, William, 31, 167
Sharing your message,

167–169
Shaw, George Bernard, 171
SHIFT reflection exercises:

description of the, 13; on
efficient change, 129; on
enjoying the journey, 243; on
generosity, 110–111; on good
communication strategies,
186–187; on integrity, 65; on
keeping on track, 235–236; on
listening, 145; on respect,
90–91; on ripple effect,
212–213; on sending mindful
messages, 169–170; on truth,
39. See also Changes

Shipp, Josh (the teen whisperer),
49

Shulman, H., 62
Simple Abundance (Breathnach),

97
Skill sets: knowing which ones

you need, 202–203; tools for
fine-tuning, 203

Slind, M., 134
Socrates, 127
Soliciting feedback, 230–231
Spizman, Robyn Freedman, 97
Standing Bear, Luther, 99
Steadiness DiSC style, 28, 29fig,

150fig, 165
Stone, W. Clement, 181
Stress: filling up children’s

schedule with too many
activities, 99–100; gratitude
techniques to reduce, 97;
self-examination of our

emotions to understand our,
24–25; yoga to reduce, 27

T
Team communication:

empowering, 178–181;
handling

triangulated conversations,
179–181; value of healthy
dialogue to, 179

Teams: building the, 203–205;
delegating to the, 205–206

Tell, William, 51
Teresa, Mother, 95, 225
The Thank You Book (Spizman),

97
Theophrastus, 162
Thinking: changing your

thoughts, 35–36; negative,
1–2, 7; positive, 4–7;
worry-like, 238–240. See also
Mental state

Thomson, Linda, 29
360 feedback: how the ego may

block acceptance of your,
73–74; looking objectively at,
30

Tigger (fictional character), 127
Tolerance, 68
Tolle, Eckhardt, 28
Tolle, Eckhart, 81
Toxic behaviors, 234–235
Triangle of Intent, 43fig–47, 49
Triangulated conversations,

179–180
Trust: considering others as part

of relationship with, 70–72;
created through truth + integrity,

60–61; how gossip erodes,
179; in our intuition, 32, 69;
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required for listening, 136; in
your choices, 31

Truth: authenticity of integrity
combined with, 19, 182;
change your story and, 32–33;
change your story to change
your, 32–33; change your
thoughts to change your,
35–36; definition of personal,
18; discovering your, 18;
examining the source of our,
21–23; giving constructive
feedback using the, 228;
giving positive feedback using,
227; honesty as part of, 19;
how self-awareness allows us
to make choices, 30–32; the
impact of, 37–39; impact of
our ego on perception of,
25–26; increasing our
self-awareness by examining
our, 23–25; integrity defined
as aligning your actions with
your, 42–43, 55; keeping
meetings on track by
practicing, 224; look
objectively for the, 29–30;
making good choices using
the, 235; multiple paths to find
your, 26–29; revealed through
empathy, 78; SHIFT reflection
exercise on, 39; temptation to
avoid our own, 25; trust
created through integrity plus,
60–61; of what you really want
in life, 34–35. See also GRIT
(generosity, respect, integrity,
truth)

Twain, Mark, 19, 71, 153

U
Unsung heroes, 241–243

V
Victim mode: how to get out of

being stuck in, 57; taking
control to get out of the, 56

Vision: of building a great
cathedral, 207–208; leaders
who create goals and set the,
195; of a new workplace
culture to transform it,
216–218; relationship
between action and, 220–223;
staying on track by aligning
around, 218. See also Goals

Vision statements, 221
Voice tone, 48

W
Wahler, Cindy, 234
Wait-and-hope mode, 58
Walton, Sam, 237
Weil, Simon, 138
Wellstone, Paul, 147
A Whole New Mind (Pink),

142
Wilde, Oscar, 41
Willis, Dave, 72
Winkler, Henry, 75
The Work of Leaders tool, 203
Workplace: extending generosity

to all aspects of life including,
106–108; GRIT as more
important than ever to the,
242–243; GRIT practices for a
productive and enjoyable,
4–5, 7, 108, 208, 212–213,
242–243; negative feelings
about, 1–2; visualizing
positive attitude at, 5–6
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Workplace culture: creating one
with feedback and
recognition, 225–230;
envisioning a new one to
transform your, 216–218;
GRIT, 193, 222; how leaders
create the, 192

Workplace negativity:
controlling your, 7; having
them at work, 1–2; NBC
News report (2011) on ten top
pet peeves creating, 211;
“Negative Nellies,” 211; the
ripple effect of positivity and,
191–213; words and phrases to
avoid that can contribute to,
155. See also Employees

Workplace positivity: challenge
of maintaining, 4; GRIT
benefits for, 4–5, 208,
212–213; using GRIT to
create, 7; reaping your crop of,
240–241; the ripple effect of
negativity and, 191–213;
visualizing, 5–6. See also
Employees; Positive attitudes

Worrying: embracing happiness
by getting rid of useless,
239–240; problem solving
versus, 239; as a waste of time,
238–239

Y
Yeats, William Butler, 202
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